
 
 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE:::::: BILASIPARA 

Present:-    Shri J. Borah, AJS 

Additional Sessions Judge,  

Bilasipara. 

 

Session Case No- 207 of 2012 

u/s 498(A)/304-B/302/324/34 Indian Penal Code 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

              1. Bellal Hussain (expired) 

    2. Sairuddin Seikh 

   3. Jayanuddin Seikh @ Jayan Ali 

             …………… accused persons 

Date of framing charge :-  11-11-2013 

Date of recording evidence :-  29-11-2014, 

     11-03-2015, 

      10-06-2015, 

      20-07-2015, 

      13-06-2016, 

      16-11-2016, 

      11-01-2017, 

      04-09-2017,    

     12-01-2018, 

      12-04-2018, 

     09-07-2018, 

     25-06-2019, 

     05-09-2019, 

     30-10-2019 

 

Date of Argument  :- 09-12-2019 

Date of Judgment  :- 11-12-2019 
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Advocates Appeared in the case:  

For the State of Assam :-  Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Ld. Addl. P.P 

         for the State of Assam. 

For the defence  :-    Mr. Rabiul Islam,  

                Ld. Advocate for the defence.  

J U D G M E N T 

1. The prosecution case, in brief, is that Sahid Ali, the informant lodged 

an ezahar with the Salkocha police out post on 08-04-2007 informing that 

Johiron Bibi @ Bulli Bibi is the sister of the informant. She was married with 

accused Bellal Hussain. After marriage, the accused Bellal Hussain demanded 

money from Johiron Bibi. As she could not fulfill his demand, he caused to 

her cruelty of physical and mental torture. On 07-04-2007, the accused Bellal 

Hussain hatched a conspiracy with the other accused namely Jayan Seikh, 

Khalil Seikh and Sattar Ali and they caused severe injuries on Johiron Bibi by 

stabbing with dagger and other sharp weapon. Johirul Islam, the son of the 

Johiron Bibi, told him about the occurrence. Monjuma Khatun, the daughter 

of Johiron Bibi also sustained injuries.  

  So, the informant prayed for taking necessary action against the 

accused persons.   

2. The Salkocha police out post received the ezahar vide GDE no. 113 

dated 08-04-2007 and forwarded the same to the Chapar police station. The 

Chapar police station received the ezahar and registered as Chapar police 

station case 56/07 under section 498(A)/302/326/448/34 Indian Penal Code. 

The case was investigated and having found prima facie u/s 

498(A)/324/302/34 Indian Penal Code against the accused Bellal Hussain, 

Jayanuddin and Sairuddin Seikh, laid the charge sheet before the court for 

trial.   

3. The accused Bellal Hussain, Jayan Uddin and Sairuddin appeared in 

the court of Judicial Magistrate 1st Class, Bilasipara and they were furnished 

copy. Learned Judicial Magistrate 1st Class having found the case u/s 

498(A)/324/302/34 Indian Penal Code which is triable exclusively by the 

court of Sessions, committed to the Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Dhubri.  
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4. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Dhubri received the case and the case 

was transferred to this court for trial.  

5. The accused namely Bellal Hussain, Jayanuddin and Sairuddin 

appeared in this case. Charge was framed u/s 304(B)/498(A)/324/302/34 

Indian Penal Code, I.P.C in shot. The charge was read over and explained to 

the accused persons to which all of them pleaded not guilty and claimed to 

be tried.  

  Worth mentioning that the accused Bellal Hussain died, so the case 

was abated against him.  The accused Jayan Uddin and Sairuddin are 

hereinafter called the accused persons.    

6. The prosecution, in order to bring home the charge against the 

accused persons, examined 20 (twenty) witnesses, namely- 

1. Sahid Ali    P.W-1 

2. Safar Ali    P.W-2 

3. Sagar Ali    P.W-3 

4. Islam Ali    P.W-4 

5. Azad Ali Mondal   P.W-5 

6. Jabeda Bibi    P.W-6  

7. Shahazuddin Ahmed  P.W-7 

8. Fulaluddin Ahmed   P.W-8  

9. Hamidul Talukdar   P.W-9 

10. Sahjamal Akon   P.W-10  

11. Dr. Sibulal Nag    P.W-11 

12. Habibar Rahman @ Habi Seikh P.W-12 

13. Jamindar Ali   P.W-13 

14. Fulchand Ali Ahmed  P.W-14 

15. Dr. Nur Mahbub Ahmed  P.W-15 

16. Mohiruddin Seikh   P.W-16 

17. Rashing Chung Hmar  P.W-17 

18. Dharani Tamuli   P.W-18 

19. Johirul Islam   P.W-19 

20. Aminur Islam   P.W-20 

 

7. The accused persons were examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and their 

statements were recorded where both of them denied all allegations levelled  
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against them in the evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses and also 

declined to adduce evidence in defence.  

8. Heard argument for both sides. 

 

9.           POINTS FOR DETERMINATION   

 

i. Whether accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, 

being relative of husband of Johiron Bibi, caused physical and 

mental torture to Johiron Bibi in demand of dowry and thereby 

committed offence u/s 498(A)/34 I.P.C? 

ii. Whether accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, on 

07-04-2007 at night 09.00 P.M at village Jamduar Part I under 

Chapar police station, voluntarily caused hurt to Manjuma Khatun 

by means of sharp weapon and thereby committed offence u/s 

324/34 I.P.C? 

iii.  Whether accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, on 

07-04-2007 at night 09.00 P.M at village Jamduar Part I under 

Chapar police station, committed murder intentionally causing the 

death of Johiron Bibi and thereby committed offence u/s 302/34 

I.P.C?  

iv. Whether accused persons, in furtherance of common intention, on 

07-04-2007 at about 09.00 P.M at village Jamduar Part I under 

Chapar police station, committed dowry death by causing the 

death of Johiron Bibi and thereby committed offence u/s 

304(B)/34 I.P.C? 

 

DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF 

10. Now let’s go through the evidence available in the case record for 

just and proper decision.  

  According to P.W-1 Sahid Ali, he is the informant in this case. His 

sister Johiron Bibi was married with Bellal Hussain. On the night of 

occurrence, his nephews Johirul Islam, Aminur Islam and Manjuma Khatun 

informed him that their father killed their mother. He accordingly went to the 

house of Bellal Hussain. He saw Johiron Bibi was lying. She sustained severe 

injuries. He accordingly lodged the ezahar, Ext-1. Ext-1 (1) is his signature.  
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The police seized some clothes, he signed on the seizure list, Ext-2. Ext-2 (1) 

is his signature.  

  P.W-1 denied that the accused Bellal Hussain was in his shop at the 

time of occurrence.  

  Thus, the evidence of P.W-1 shows that he got to know from Johirul 

Islam and Aminur Islam that Johiron Bibi was killed by the accused Bellal 

Hussain.  

  Now let’s see the evidence of Johirul Islam and Aminur Islam.  

  P.W-19 Johirul Islam has stated that he did not know how Johiron 

Bibi died. Same is the evidence of P.W-20 Aminur Islam.  

  Thus, the evidence of P.W-19 Johirul Islam and P.W-20 Aminur Islam 

shows that both of them have not supported the evidence of P.W-1 that they 

informed him about the death of their mother. In such a position the 

evidence of P.W-1 that he got to know from P.W-19 Johirul Islam and P.W-

20 Aminur Islam that the accused Bellal Hussain killed Johiron Bibi cannot be 

accepted.  

11. P.W-2 Safar Ali has stated in his evidence that he knows nothing 

about the case. So, the evidence of P.W-2 is not considered.   

12. P.W-3 Sagar Ali has stated in his evidence that he heard that some 

miscreants killed Johiron Bibi. But he did not know who killed her.  

13. P.W-4 Islam Ali has stated that when he heard hue and cry towards 

the house of the accused Bellal Hussain, he went there and saw Johiron Bibi 

sustained injuries and she died. He heard from the people gathered at the 

place of occurrence that the accused Bellal Hussain killed his wife Johiron 

Bibi.  

  Thus, the evidence of P.W-4 is not specific from whom he got to 

know that the accused Bellal Hussain killed Johiron Bibi.  

14. P.W-5 Azad Ali Mondal has stated in his evidence he went to the 

place of occurrence and saw the injured Johiron Bibi. He got to know from 

Johirul Islam the son of Johiron Bibi that the accused Bellal Hussain killed 

Johiron Bibi.   

  It has already been stated that P.W-19 Johirul Islam has stated in his 

evidence that he knew nothing about the death of his mother Johiron Bibi. 

So, the evidence of P.W-5 that he heard from Johirul Islam about the death 

of Johiron Bibi cannot be accepted.   
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15. P.W-6 Jabeda Bibi has stated in her evidence that she saw the 

injured Johiron Bibi and she was lying dead. She did not see the accused 

persons at the place of occurrence. 

  So, the evidence of P.W-6 has got little value for consideration.   

16. P.W-7 Shahazuddin Ahmed has stated in his evidence that he went to 

the place of occurrence and saw the dead body of Johiron Bibi sustaining 

many injuries. He signed on the inquest report, Ext-3. Ext-3(1) is his 

signature. 

  The evidence of P.W-7 shows that he has not pointed out any 

persons who killed Johiron Bibi.   

17. P.W-8 Fulaluddin Ahmed has stated in his evidence that he did not 

know who killed Johiron Bibi. He signed on a seizure list. Ext-3(1) is his 

signature.  

  Thus, the evidence of P.W-8 has little merit for consideration.    

18. P.W-9 Hamidul Talukdar has stated in his evidence that he did not 

know who killed Johiron Bibi. The police took his signature on a paper. But 

he did not know why the police took his signature.     

19. P.W-10 Sahjamal Akon has stated in his evidence that he knows 

nothing about the occurrence.    

20. P.W-12 Habibar Rahman @ Habi Seikh has stated in his evidence that 

he knows nothing about the occurrence.   

21. P.W-13 Jamindar Ali has stated in his evidence that he heard that 

Johiron Bibi died, but he did not know the cause behind her death.     

22. P.W-14 Fulchand Ali Ahmed has stated that he saw the dead body of 

Johiron Bibi, but he did not know who killed her.    

23. P.W-16 Mohiruddin Seikh has stated that he knows nothing about the 

occurrence.   

24. Thus, the evidence of P.W-9, P.W-10, P.W-12, P.W-13, P.W-14 and 

P.W-16 shows that they knew about the death of Johiron Bibi, but they did 

not know the cause behind her death. So, their evidences have little effective 

measure for consideration.   

25. Now let’s see the evidence of P.W-11 Dr. Sibulal Nag and P.W-15 Dr. 

Nur Mahbub Ahmed.  

  P.W-11 Dr. Sibulal Nag has stated in his evidence that he conducted 

post mortem on dead body of Johiron Bibi and found as follows: 
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  Healthy young adult female, Rigor mortis is present, left eye closed, 

right eye ball was removed, mouth open; almost the whole of the whole of 

the structure severely cut by heavy sharp object which extends from the 

right side of the neck to the left side of her forehead obliquely across her 

right eye except some skin and muscles of this neck; A cut on the back or 

the right elbow with the expose of the radial and ulna bone; A cut on the 

right hand. A cut on the right forearm 2 inches long. A cut on the left hand 

and left wrist about 4 inch long; A penetrating wound about 2 inch deep on 

right iliac region of abdomen; Frontal bone also cut; Laryax and trachere are 

cut. Abdomen walls raptured in the right iline fossal. Peritoneum raptured in 

the right iline fossal; Mouth, Pharynx oesophagus are all cut;  Spinal code 

severed in the neck injured; All the injuries sustained by the injured are anti-

mortem in nature. Death is caused by shock due to profuse bleeding 

following multiple injuries.  

  Ext. 4 is post mortem report. Ext. 4(1) is his signature.   

  The evidence of P.W-11 shows that Johiron Bibi sustained severe cut 

injuries and there was profuse bleeding and death is caused by shock due to 

profuse bleeding following cut injuries.  

  P.W-15 Dr. Nur Mahbub Ahmed has stated in his evidence that  he 

examined Manjuma Khatun and found as follows: 

i. Cut injury over scalp left parital area ( 3 cm X .5 cm); ii. Cut 

injury over left arm two in numbers 3 cm X .5 cm is over the 

deltoid area 

 The patient was hospitalized on 08-04-07 and patient left hospital on 

request on the same day 08-04-07 vide Hospital General registration number 

3960/07; all injuries are simple, fresh and caused by sharp weapon. Ext- 5 is 

injury report. Ext 5(1) is his signature.   

  The evidence of P.W-15 shows that Manjuma Khatun sustained cut 

injuries.  

26. Now question arises who caused the said injuries.  

  The accused Bellal Hussain is the husband of Johiron Bibi. Bellal 

Hussain was at his house at the time of occurrence. So, he must know about 

occurrence. His silence cannot show that he is innocent. He has not adduced 

evidence in his defence. A family member who lives under the same roof 

must know about the occurrence, so, it is clear that the accused Bellal  
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Hussain was responsible for the death of Johiron Bibi.  

  But thing is that the accused Bellal Hussain died during the trial of 

the case.   

27. There is no specific evidence against the accused Sairuddin Seikh and 

Jayanuddin Seikh @ Jayan Ali. There is evidence that the said accused 

persons were not seen at the time of burial. But this evidence is not 

sufficient to prove the offences as alleged against the accused.  

  The evidences of P.W-17 Rashing Chang Hmar and P.W-18 Dharani 

Tamuli, the investigating officers are mere official. It will not meliorate the 

prosecution case.     

28. Taking all into consideration, it leads to conclusion that the 

prosecution evidence is not sufficient and reliable to prove the offences as 

alleged against the present accused persons. The prosecution case is dearth 

of merit.  

29. The prosecution, thereby, has failed to prove it’s case u/s 

498(A)/304-B/302/324/34 I.P.C against the accused persons beyond all 

reasonable doubt. 

30. Held, the accused persons are not guilty u/s 498(A)/304-

B/302/324/34 I.P.C. 

31. The accused persons are acquitted and set at liberty.  

  The bail bond of accused persons stand cancelled and their bailor(s) 

is discharged from all liabilities. 

The case is disposed of. 

  Given under my hand and seal by this court on this 11th day of 

December, 2019 at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri.   

 

 

 

       (Shri J. Borah) 

                       Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 

Transcribed & typed by, 

S. Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES :- 

  P.W-1 Sahid Ali    

P.W-2 Safar Ali     

P.W-3 Sagar Ali     

P.W-4 Islam Ali     

P.W-5 Azad Ali Mondal    

P.W-6 Jabeda Bibi      

P.W-7 Shahazuddin Ahmed   

P.W-8 Fulaluddin Ahmed     

P.W-9 Hamidul Talukdar    

P.W-10 Sahjamal Akon     

P.W-11 Dr. Sibulal Nag     

P.W-12 Habibar Rahman @ Habi Seikh  

P.W-13 Jamindar Ali    

P.W-14 Fulchand Ali Ahmed   

P.W-15 Dr. Nur Mahbub Ahmed   

P.W-16 Mohiruddin Seikh    

P.W-17 Rashing Chung Hmar   

P.W-18 Dharani Tamuli    

P.W-19 Johirul Islam   

P.W-20 Aminur Islam    

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS :-   

  Ext-1 Ezahar, 

 Ext-2 Seizure list, 

  Ext-3 Seizure list, 

 Ext-4 Post Mortem report,  

 Ext-5 injury report, 

 Ext-6 Sketch Map, 

 Ext-6 Charge sheet. 

DEFENCE WITNESS  :- NIL  

DEFENCE EXHIBITS  :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS  :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS  :- NIL 

 

 (Shri J. Borah) 

Addl. Sessions Judge, Bilasipara 


